ABSTRACT
High resolution 3D imaging has been applied to produce detailed representations of membrane and depth filter materials to analyse geometric characteristics and simulate flow through porous networks. Four depth filters and five membrane filters were selected for respective micrometre and nanometre scale imaging using X-ray computed tomography, enabling visual and quantitative comparisons between materials and to established literature values using non-imaging techniques to validate accuracy of 3D datasets acquired.

Average pore size was the main basis of comparison to vendor-provided nominal retention, with other parameters such as porosity and surface area to volume ratio also evaluated. Variation within and between the separation materials was also of interest, in particular the interface between the separation and support layers within a membrane that can also be symmetric or asymmetric. 3D simulation was also performed on these structures to quantify permeability and tortuosity through these materials to identify flow characteristics that could be related to confocal microscopy findings for both depth and membrane filters.

This study enabled nanometre scale locational comparison within and between filtration structures that enhances understanding of the degree of heterogeneity and how geometrical characteristics inside of membrane and depth filters are linked to function and performance.
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